A long-standing puzzle about the heterotic string has been what happens when an instanton shrinks to zero size. It is argued here that the answer at the quantum level is that an extra SU (2) gauge symmetry appears that is supported in the core of the instanton. Thus in particular the quantum heterotic string has vacua with higher rank than is possible in conformal field theory. When k instantons collapse at the same point, the enhanced gauge symmetry is Sp(k). These results, which can be tested by comparison to Dirichlet five-branes of Type I superstrings and to the ADHM construction of instantons, give the first example for the heterotic string of a non-perturbative phenomenon that cannot be turned off by making the coupling smaller. They have applications to several interesting puzzles about string duality.
Introduction
One of the surprises in studies of string dynamics in the last year has been that there are non-perturbative effects which -though beyond reach of conformal field theory -occur no matter how small the string coupling constant may be. For instance, the Type IIA superstring compactified on K3 gets an extended gauge symmetry when a two-sphere collapses to zero size [1] while Type IIA or IIB superstrings compactified on a CalabiYau three-fold get massless charged hypermultiplets when certain cycles collapse [2] . The known examples involve special properties of Ramond-Ramond charges, but it has not been clear that these properties are essential, and there has been much interest in whether similar phenomena can occur for the heterotic string.
In the known examples, supergravity considerations show that the non-perturbative phenomenon, if it occurs at all, cannot depend on the value of the string coupling constant.
For instance, one uses [2] the low energy decoupling of vector multiplets and hypermultiplets in N = 2 theories in four dimensions [3] . Such an explanation is also possible for the case that we will treat in this paper. But these phenomena must also be compatible with what one can learn from conformal field theory, and apparently [4] from that point of view the key is that these phenomena involve conformal field theory singularities of a special kind. The target space loses its compactness, developing a long tube in which the dilaton grows and the effective string coupling constant goes to infinity; reducing the string coupling merely causes the same non-perturbative phenomenon to occur "farther down the tube."
This explanation makes clear at least one place where we might look for a similar phenomenon in the heterotic string. Associated with Yang-Mills instantons on R 4 are (0, 4) conformal field theories that mimic the structure of field theory instantons when the instanton scale is much greater than the string scale. But as the instanton shrinks to zero size, the space-time develops [5] an infinite tube in which the dilaton diverges. This and related examples in complex dimension three (discussed in [4] in mean field theory) are candidates for situations in which the heterotic string might exhibit a surprise similar to what has been found for Type II.
In this paper, we will make a proposal for just what surprise occurs, at least in the case of the SO(32) heterotic string 2 : the heterotic string develops an extra SU (2) gauge symmetry when an instanton shrinks to zero size. After explaining this result in section 2 For E 8 × E 8 , I do not know the answer.
two, we check it in section three by comparing to Type I Dirichlet five-branes [6] and the ADHM construction of instantons [7] . In section four, we explain interesting applications of the result to the H-monopole problem [8] and the problem of seeing the Type IIA superstring as a heterotic string soliton [9] .
2. The Heterotic String On R 6 × K3
To begin with, we consider the SO(32) heterotic string compactified on R 6 × K3. The K3 compactification breaks one half of the supersymmetries; the unbroken supersymmetries have definite chirality and transform as two spinors of SO (1, 5) . Even though this is the smallest possible amount of supersymmetry in six dimensions, we will call it N = 2 as it reduces to N = 2 in four dimensions. For a summary of the structure see [10] .
The conformal field theory of the heterotic string on R 6 × K3 is a (0, 4) model defined to lowest order in α ′ by picking a hyper-Kahler metric on K3, a B-field, and a left-moving gauge bundle with instanton number 24, to cancel anomalies. It is eventually these instantons that we will want to study.
The bosons of the theory are arranged in the following supermultiplets. Vector bosons of unbroken gauge symmetries are in vector multiplets (which in six dimensions contain no scalars). All scalars are in hypermultiplets, with the exception of the dilaton which is in a "tensor multiplet" whose other bosonic elements are the anti self-dual part of B. The bosonic fields in the supergravity multiplet are the graviton and the self-dual part of B.
The N = 2 supersymmetry is very restrictive and makes certain rather subtle properties clear. For instance, while conformal invariance of (0, 2) models defined on Calabi-Yau three-folds is a vexing problem that is still not well understood, on K3 the situation is easy: the supersymmetry does not permit the generation of a potential for the hypermultiplet, which would be the space-time manifestation of a failure of world-sheet conformal invariance, so these sigma models are conformally invariant with the expected parameters.
3 Likewise, there is no possible potential involving the dilaton, so these models correspond to an exact family of quantum vacua.
The hypermultiplets take values in a quaternionic manifold; the structure and indeed the metric of this manifold are independent of the dilaton, since N = 2 supersymmetry 3 Alternatively, K3 compactification gives (0, 4) supersymmetry, rather than (0, 2), and leads to conformal invariance because of considerations involving the SU (2) R symmetry in the (0, 4) algebra [11] .
does not permit a low energy coupling of the tensor multiplet (which in five dimensions would be equivalent to a vector multiplet) to the hypermultiplets. This argument, of course, is in parallel with one in [2] concerning Type II compactification on a Calabi-Yau manifold. So singularities in hypermultiplet moduli space can be found in conformal field theory.
Suppose that in hypermultiplet moduli space we find a singularity (at finite distance);
how is it to be interpreted? Experience has shown [2] that one should find a physical explanation of such a singularity, and not just interpret it as a "singularity in the laws of nature." An orbifold singularity might possibly be interpreted simply in terms of a restored finite gauge symmetry, but a singularity worse than that should be interpreted in terms of some extra supermultiplet going to zero mass. This supermultiplet should presumably contain only particles of spins ≤ 1. But the only massive supermultiplet allowed by sixdimensional N = 2 supersymmetry is the massive vector multiplet, which in the m → 0 limit consists of a massless vector multiplet and hypermultiplet. For m = 0 there is a Higgs mechanism, with the vector swallowing one component of the hypermultiplet and gaining a mass. In short, the only relevant low energy dynamics allowed by supersymmetry is that the Higgs mechanism might be turned on or off. A (non-orbifold) singularity in hypermultiplet moduli space will have to be interpreted in terms of an enhanced gauge symmetry with extra massless vector and hypermultiplets.
Though a variety of possible singularities in this moduli space might be considered, the case that we will look at is the case in which one of the instantons shrinks to zero size. One can think of the K3 as being very large so that the instanton will behave as an instanton on R 4 ; the reason to consider K3 compactification is largely to embed the instanton physics in a convenient global context where some useful deductions (as above) can be made from supergravity. Instanton moduli space has a sort of conical singularity (even in the differentiable structure, and certainly therefore in the metric) when an instanton shrinks to zero size. This singularity is at a finite distance. 4 Therefore, we should aim to interpret it in terms of extra massless particles present at the singularity, and so in terms of extra
To find what the extra gauge symmetry is -and how the extra massless hypermultiplets transform -we will have to examine the nature of the singularity associated with a collapsing instanton. This is done below. We will get a simple solution in which the extra gauge symmetry for a single collapsing instanton is SU (2). We will not try to prove that this answer is unique, but it will be clear than an alternative answer would be far less economical. In section three, by comparing to Dirichlet five-branes [6] (of Type I superstrings) and the ADHM construction of instantons, we will argue that when k instantons collapse to the same point, the extended gauge group is Sp(k).
As noted in the introduction, from a world-sheet point of view, what makes possible these peculiar results -which arise for arbitrarily weak coupling, but not in conformal field theory -is that as an instanton shrinks to zero, the target space develops an infinite tube in which the dilaton blows up [5] . This means that at those particular points in moduli space where an instanton is shrinking away, perturbation theory loses its validity for modes supported far down the tube. Just as in the conifold case, the conformal field theory answer may well involve more exotic behavior (perhaps involving infinitely many particles propagating down the tube, as suggested in [4] ) as opposed to the description with finitely many light modes that we will propose at the quantum level.
Higgs Effect In N = 2 Supersymmetry In Six Dimensions
Since the only possible relevant dynamics involves the Higgs effect and restoration of gauge symmetry, we will first review the Higgs effect in N = 2 supersymmetry in six dimensions. (These remarks are standard but are included for convenience.) The Higgs effect involves the behavior of hypermultiplets and gauge multiplets near a point in hypermultiplet moduli space where part of the gauge symmetry is restored (or broken). In general, the hypermultiplets take values in a quaternionic manifold M 0 which is smooth near the phase transition point; but after removing supermultiplets that get masses from the Higgs effect (or can be gauged away after symmetry breaking), one reduces to a quaternionic manifold M -the moduli space of vacua -that will have a singularity. In probing the nature of this singularity, unrenormalizable interactions like gravity and the curvature of M 0 are not important; we can turn off gravity and take M 0 to be flat.
So we begin with k hypermultiplets with M 0 = R 4k . The maximal possible gauge symmetry of the k hypermultiplets is Sp(k); the action of Sp(k) on R 4k commutes with the action on the hypermultiplets of the SU (2) R symmetry of six-dimensional super YangMills symmetry (SU (2) R is explicitly broken in the string theory by interactions of higher dimension that will not play a role). The hypermultiplets transform as (2k, 2) of Sp(k) × SU (2) R ; this is a real representation as the 2k of Sp(k) and the 2 of SU (2) R are both pseudo-real. If we write the bosonic part of the hypermultiplets as H XA , where X, Y = 1, . . . , 2k and A, B = 1, 2 will be the Sp(k) and SU (2) R indices, then the reality contition on H is
Here γ is the invariant antisymmetric tensor of Sp(k) and ǫ is the invariant antisymmetric tensor of SU (2). Indices will be raised and lowered using γ and ǫ, so for instance for an
The adjoint representation of Sp(k) consists of symmetric second rank tensors formed from the fundamental representation. So the generators T a , a = 1 . . . dim G of the gauge group G ⊂ Sp(k) correspond to symmetric tensors T a XY which obey a reality condition
Note that these functions obey a reality condition Note that if there are k hypermultiplets, and d is the dimension of G, then the dimen-
The One-Instanton Moduli Space And Its Interpretation
Now we come to the main point of this paper -the one-instanton moduli space and the interpretation of the point-instanton singularity in terms of a Higgs effect. As already explained, we consider this problem in the context of the SO(32) heterotic string on R 6 × K3. The vacuum is defined among other data by a gauge bundle with instanton number 24. We consider vacua for which the instantons are embedded in an SO(N ) subgroup of SO (32) for some fixed N . We take N ≥ 4 to avoid special features of small N , but otherwise the precise value of N is immaterial. For brevity, we consider the case that the subgroup of SO (32) left unbroken by the instantons (even when one of them shrinks away)
is precisely SO(32 − N ). Recall then the structure of the one-instanton moduli space on R 4 . The instanton really has structure group K = SU (2), and is described by its position, scale size, and embedding in SO(N ). For the instanton number to be one, the embedding must be such that the subgroup of SO(N ) commuting with K is isomorphic to SU (2) × SO(N − 4); thus
, and K must be the first SU (2) factor in such a subgroup. Specifying the instanton embedding in SO(N ) means telling how K = SU (2) is embedded in SO(N ), and also giving an "SU (2) orientation" of the instanton, which is a set of three real numbers, acted on transitively by SU (2), which parametrize how a standard instanton of fixed size and position can be mapped into K.
To try to guess a description of the moduli space M of these instantons by Higgsing of a collection of free hypermultiplets, note first that M has dimension 4N − 8. Four of the 5 N = 24 is the largest value that can be achieved by 24 instantons on K3; one can see this by counting massless hypermultiplets as in [13] . If N < 24, we are sitting at a somewhat singular point in the moduli space, but the singularity is decoupled from the fields that are SO(32 − N ) singlets, which are the ones that we will look at. We look at the the singularity arising in the SO(32 − N )-invariant subspace of the moduli space when an instanton shrinks to zero.
coordinates are the instanton center of mass, which certainly decouples from the singularity, 
and (being in the adjoint representation of both G and
We can interpret this formula as follows, using the identification of SU (2) × SU ( 
where ( , ) is the inner product in V .
This means that after division by a constant ρ, the h α , α = 1, . . . , 4 are orthonormal vectors. ρ is called the instanton scale size. The choice of the four orthonormal vectors
, where the SU (2) is unbroken up to a G transformation. The subgroup K of SO(N ) that commutes with L is isomorphic to K = SU (2) and is the gauge group of the instanton. K only depends on the fourdimensional subspace B ⊂ V spanned by the orthonormal vectors e α = h α /ρ. Once B is fixed, the choice of basis vectors e α of B depends (after dividing by G) on three real parameters, which correspond to how the instanton is oriented in K. All this agrees precisely with the structure of the one-instanton moduli space.
So we get a consistent picture of the behavior in the limit of a small instanton.
Comparison To Conformal Field Theory And Generalization
Let us now make a few remarks aimed at underscoring that the phenomenon we have
found cannot be seen in conformal field theory. We start with the SO(32) heterotic string with a gauge bundle of instanton number 24. The most extreme case of the phenomenon considered above is that all 24 instantons might shrink away, restoring the full SO (32) gauge symmetry and giving us an extra unbroken gauge symmetry SU (2) 24 -one SU (2) for each collapsed instanton -assuming that the instantons collapse at distinct points so that the above analysis suffices. (From what we will find in the next section, the gauge group is SO(32) × Sp(24) if all instantons collapse at the same point.) Now, the heterotic string in six dimensions cannot possibly have a gauge symmetry SO(32) × SU (2) 24 in conformal field theory, because this would imply a central charge of at least 40, which is much too much. So the phenomenon is quantum mechanical, out of reach of conformal field theory.
We formulated the analysis in terms of compactification on R 6 × K3 because -apart from being an interesting context for applying the result -this made it possible to deduce immediately from supergravity a few useful preliminaries stated at the beginning of this section. But the local nature of the question means that it must carry over when a YangMills instanton (as a function of four of the variables, independent of the other six) is embedded on any ten-manifold. Such an instanton has been interpreted as a heterotic string solitonic five-brane [14] , the idea being that the five-brane world-volume is the codimension-four manifold on which the instanton is localized. In this interpretation, the instanton scale size is a kind of variable thickness of the five-brane. Our result means that in the limit of zero thickness, the five-brane carries a previously unknown SU (2) gauge symmetry along with the massless six-dimensional hypermultiplets described above.
Comparison With Dirichlet Five-Branes And The ADHM Construction
The discussion in the last section involved, in spirit, a weak coupling analysis of the heterotic string. But the phenomenon studied is independent of the coupling, so one can try to test the results by going to strong coupling and using heterotic -Type I duality [1, [15] [16] [17] [18] to convert the problem to a weak coupling problem involving Type I. To follow that line of thought, we need to understand what small instantons do in the Type I theory.
What makes this feasible is a remarkable recent observation [6] that gives a new way to study the small scale size limit of an instanton. Note that for Type I, the action of a Yang-Mills instanton scales with the string coupling λ as 1/λ (because the gauge action comes from the disc, whose contribution is of order 1/λ). The instanton thus corresponds to a solitonic five-brane (in a sense recalled at the end of the last section) with tension of order 1/λ. But the Dirichlet five-brane [6] is another Type I five-brane with a tension of the same order. The Dirichlet five-brane appears classically to have zero thickness, so one can ask whether it actually coincides with the zero thickness limit of the solitonic five-brane, that is, the instanton.
The effort to implement this idea will proceed as follows. Upon quantizing the Dirichlet five-brane, one does not find world-volume gauge fields unless one puts in Chan-Paton factors without an immediate world-sheet explanation. When this is done, the desired massless hypermultiplets automatically appear. Where one really gets a payoff is when one considers k instantons that simultaneously collapse at the same point, corresponding
to k nearly coincident five-branes. Once Chan-Paton factors are chosen for a single fivebrane, the factors carried by k coincident five-branes are uniquely determined, and one gets a prediction for the structure of the Yang-Mills k-instanton moduli space on R 4 .
This prediction is correct; it agrees with what is known from the ADHM construction of instantons. This success convinces me -and hopefully the reader -that the Dirichlet fivebrane has the necessary Chan-Paton factors, which hopefully will have a more complete world-sheet explanation (beyond a hint that appears below) in due course.
Quantization Of The Five-Brane
We consider in R 10 , with coordinates x 0 , . . . , x 9 , a five-brane located at x 6 = . . . = 
Review Of Chan-Paton Factors
Let us therefore make a brief review of Chan-Paton factors. These originate in the possibility that the end of the string carries a charge in some representation R of a gauge group G. Conditions of factorization show [20] that G must be U (n), SO(n), or Sp(n), with R being the fundamental representation in each case.
For unoriented strings, the only possibilities are SO(n) and Sp(n). In terms of worldsheet path integrals, the meaning of the Chan-Paton factors, for strings propagating in a space-time with gauge field A i (x), is that the path integrand contains a factor
for each boundary component C. For the strings to be unoriented means that this factor must be invariant under reversal of orientation of C, which exchanges R with its dual.
Hence R must be real or pseudoreal, so SO(n) and Sp(n) are possible from this point of view and U (n) is not. For the basic five-brane of instanton number one, we want the gauge group to be SU (2). Luckily this coincides with Sp(1), and so is one of the allowed cases. The antisymmetric second rank tensor of Sp(1) happens to be the trivial one-dimensional representation, so with these particular Chan-Paton factors, the φ's are ordinary scalars that represent fluctuations in the center of mass position of the five-brane (or instanton) and nothing else.
In the rest of this section, we will see that the Dirichlet five-brane seems to work perfectly if one endows it with SU (2) Chan-Paton factors.
Hypermultiplets
The treatment of the small instanton in section two required, in addition to SU (2) gauge fields, hypermultiplets propagating on the five-brane that transform as (32, 2) of SO(32) × SU (2). They must come from the DN sector as we did not find them in the DD 
Predicting The Moduli Space Of k-Instantons On R

4
A strong confirmation of this picture comes when we consider k instantons that simultaneously coalesce and collapse. The key point is to understand the case of k point instantons at the same point in space-time. This is the most degenerate case that will have the largest extended gauge symmetry. Once the gauge group and massless hypermultiplets are understood in this case, the general configuration is obtained by the Higgs mechanism -letting the hypermultiplets get expectation values, subject to vanishing of the D-fields.
We take our instanton solutions to be functions of x 6 , . . . , x 9 , and we consider the Note that this representation is reducible, decomposing as the direct sum of a singlet (the multiples of the invariant antisymmetric tensor of Sp(k)) and the "traceless antisymmetric tensors." In the remarks that follow, the expectation value of the singlet hypermultiplet corresponds to the center of mass of the k-instanton system.
To get a general k-instanton configuration, one simply lets the hypermultiplets get vacuum expectation values (with the usual constraints and gauge invariance). Thus we get a prediction for the moduli space of k-instanton solutions of SO(32) gauge theory on
it is the moduli space of vacua of the six-dimensional Sp(k) gauge theory with the massless hypermultiplets found in the last paragraph. This prediction is correct; that is,
it agrees with what is proved using the ADHM construction of instantons.
The ADHM construction [7] , in other words, determines the actual instanton solutions, 
Soliton Strings And H-Monopoles
In this concluding section, we will see how these results are relevant to two of the striking puzzles in the recent literature, as follows.
(1) It is believed that the heterotic string on R 6 × T 4 is equivalent to the Type IIA theory on R 6 ×K3. The low energy field theories match up in such a way that an elementary string in R 6 in one of the two theories must correspond to a soliton in the other [24, 1] . On each side there is a soliton string that is a candidate for corresponding to the elementary string on the other side. The soliton strings have the correct current-carrying ability in each case [25] but if one considers more precisely the quantization [26] , one finds that the soliton string of Type IIA beautifully reproduces the elementary heterotic string, but the soliton string of the heterotic string seems to lack the zero modes needed to reproduce the structure of the elementary Type IIA string.
(2) There is by now overwhelming evidence for S-duality in the heterotic string toroidally compactified to four dimensions, yet the first attempt at a really stringy test of this symmetry, which was the search for the S-duals of certain magnetic monopoles [27] , led to an apparent contradiction, again because the necessary zero modes were absent.
The two problems are quite closely related because both involve the behavior of small Yang-Mills instantons in the heterotic string. 6 I will not give a complete solution of either problem, but we will get far enough, I believe, to make it clear that the gauge symmetry of the five-brane is an essential part of the story.
Soliton Strings Preliminaries
First of all, to what extent, by studying a soliton string, can one expect to learn anything about string-string duality?
Mere existence of a soliton string is not convincing evidence that the string becomes elementary in some regime, any more than mere discovery of a soliton in field theory is evidence that there is a regime in which it is elementary. In field theory, a soliton can be usefully treated as elementary only in a regime in which (i) it becomes much lighter than the natural mass scale of the theory, and (ii) it is weakly coupled. Condition (i), in particular, is very special. For BPS-saturated solitons in a supersymmetric theory, the fact that the mass goes to zero can sometimes be predicted from the structure of the central charges [28] , but this can be quite delicate. For N = 2 theories in four dimensions,
for instance, such an argument requires detailed knowledge of the dynamics [29] , while for N ≥ 4 in four dimensions, or with enough supersymmetry in other dimensions, the relevant low energy dynamics is trivial, and an argument of this type is much more robust.
For a soliton string to become elementary, (i) its tension must go to zero in Planck units, and (ii) it must become weakly coupled and contain the graviton as one of its states.
(There is some redundancy in this formulation since if the tension is small, the gravitational interactions are weak, and if moreover the graviton is a string state, that indicates that the string coupling is small.) With present techniques, the main way to verify (i) is to use a BPS formula. In the case of comparing the heterotic string on R 6 × T 4 to Type IIA on R 6 × K3, the six-dimensional N = 4 supersymmetry prevents modifications of the BPS formula seen at tree level (roughly as in [30] ), so it is reasonable to claim that the respective soliton strings, which have tensions of order 1/λ 2 (with λ the string coupling) go to zero tension for strong coupling. As for condition (ii), it is harder to verify, but the comparison of the soliton string of Type IIA to the elementary heterotic string [26] is so striking as to strongly suggest that condition (ii) is also true in that case. (For an example in which (i) is true but not (ii), see [4] .)
Before attempting a similar analysis in the reverse direction, let us discuss just how precise a result one should hope for. To discuss soliton strings, it is usually convenient to replace R 6 by R 5 × S 1 , with a large circumference for S 1 , and consider the soliton string to wrap once around S . This is obvious for K3 orbifolds, and follows more generally by considering the "elliptic genus" [31] [32] [33] [34] , which is simply the partition function with left-moving Neveu-Schwarz and right-moving Ramond boundary conditions, and is computable (as in [34] in the K3 case) because of its topological invariance. These states fit into "middle-sized" supermultiplets, and just like the fully BPS saturated states in the "small" multiplets, can be followed continuously from weak to strong coupling. Thus a soliton string that would reproduce the elementary Type IIA string on K3 must have four left and right-moving world-sheet bosons and fermions to reproduce the spectrum of half-saturated states of the K3 conformal field theory; additional massless world-sheet fields are needed, of course, to describe the motion in R 6 .
The Instanton As A Soliton String 
Since Y is a kind of singular K3 orbifold, it seems that we have found the desired K3 sigma model on the soliton string world-sheet so that quantization of the heterotic string soliton agrees with the elementary Type IIA string. But a few points require further clarification (which will not be given here). 
H-Monopoles
The problem of H-monopoles arises in quantization of the heterotic string on R 4 × T 6 in a generic vacuum with the gauge group broken to an abelian group by Wilson lines. We take the R 4 coordinates to be x 0 (time) and x 1 , . . . , x 3 (space), while the T 6 coordinates are As in our discussion of soliton strings, the problem depends on understanding the behavior of small instantons, since in a generic vacuum with the gauge group broken to an abelian subgroup, the instantons shrink classically to points. Let us re-examine the question in light of the gauge symmetry of the zero size instanton, which gives a richer than previously expected world-volume structure to the relevant fivebrane.
The massless world-volume multiplets of the five-brane are a neutral hypermultiplet φ, an SU (2) vector multiplet, and hypermultiplets transforming as (32, 2) of SO(32)×SU (2).
φ, which represents oscillations in x 1 , . . . , x 4 , has certainly been part of previous discussions of this problem, so to get a degeneracy that has been previously lacking we must focus on the others. The BPS-saturated states we want correspond to supersymmetric ground states of the five-brane quantization, so the (32, 2) hypermultiplets, which generically have no zero modes because of the Wilson lines, can be neglected at least in a first approximation.
It remains to look at the vector multiplet.
The vacua of the SU (2) vector multiplet are spanned (as in the discussion of soliton strings) by commuting Wilson lines that we can take to be W i = diag(e For generic W i , the SU (2) gauge symmetry of the five-brane world-volume is spontaneously broken to U (1) and only the U (1) vector multiplet remains massless. Even at low energies and ignoring the singularities, the U (1) vector multiplet cannot be treated simply as free; one must remember the Weyl transformation w : α i → −α i .
If we ignore the singularities and treat the problem as motion on a moduli space of vacua (S 1 ) 5 /Z 2 , then the quantization of the bosons α i gives a unique ground state Ψ with wavefunction Ψ(α i ) = 1. Degeneracy must come from fermion zero modes. The hypermultiplet has four fermion helicity states (coming from quantization of eight fermi fields), each of which has a zero mode that can be filled or empty. This gives 2 4 = 16 states which can easily be seen to have the quantum numbers of a single N = 4 vector multiplet.
The U (1) vector multiplet has again four fermion helicity states that give zero modes which for a given value of the α i can be either filled or empty. It may appear therefore that we are headed for a sixteen-fold degeneracy again. However, these zero modes are all odd under w so only the eight states with even occupation number survive the projection onto w-invariant states (of course, Ψ is w-invariant, so the fermionic part of the wave-function must be invariant also); these eight states are bosonic and can be seen to transform as a vector of the transverse SO(8) of light cone gauge. So ignoring the singularities, the quantization gives the eight supermultiplets of type (a) mentioned above.
The remaining sixteen supermultiplets of type (b) must come from the singularities.
Note in particular that the sixteen singularities of type (2) (2) is just a point in (S 1 ) 5 /Z 2 at which a charged hypermultiplet becomes massless. To compute the effect of the singularity, one simply includes the hypermultiplets in the quantization. As the hypermultiplet is only relevant very near the "singularity," one can replace (S 1 ) 5 /Z 2 by R 5 , which it looks like locally. R 5 can be interpreted as the classical space of ground states of six-dimensional U (1) gauge theory dimensionally reduced (not compactified) to one dimension (time), so the quantum mechanics near the "singularity" can be interpreted as the dimensionally reduced U (1) gauge theory with the charged hypermultiplet. A supersymmetric state localized near the "singularity," which would have been missed in the above naive analysis and could give the missing vector multiplet of type (b), is simply a normalizable supersymmetric ground state in the U (1) problem; it would be a "bound state at threshold," since the U (1) problem, because of non-compactness of R 5 and vanishing potential at infinity, has a continuum of states starting at zero energy. Bound states at threshold being notoriously tricky, the analysis will not be attempted here. But it is hopefully now clear that the richer world-volume structure of the five-brane claimed in this paper is an essential piece of solving the H-monopole problem.
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